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One characteristic of sc!ence which has remained
constantfrom the time of Isaac Newton m the present
is the published word. It will remain so in the
foreseeable future. Use of the published Word IS
crucial becauac !t forms a permanent, public, accessible record. The existence of this record allows the
community

of scientists

to examine

not only

each

the resulls
were produced; tt allows detailed and informed crlt#cism. The use of the published word is what makes
science a bndy of public knowledge.
LonE before the advent of saentific ]ournals,

others’

results,

individual

but also the way In which

scientists

communicated

their

findings

to

means of private letters. Until the 17th
century, letters and books were the primary tools of
scientific communication. But as scientists gathered
together in academies and societies, the scientdic
journal, at first merely a prin!ed compdation of
various scientists’ letters, began its development

others

THE

by

LITERATURE

EXPLOS1ON

In fhe first half of this century, a simple model of the
scientific information disseminatmn system could be
constructed. ft consisted essentially of a relatively
small number of primary journah and a few abstracting journals. Chemists had personal subscriptions to
several leading chemistry journals and Chemtcai
Abstracts;
physicists subscribed to several primary
physics journals and the Pbys\cs Section of Scwnce
Absvac[s, and biologists supplemented
their biology
journals with Biological Abstracts. Of course scien tists also used several journals to which they did not
subscribepersonally. These usually could be found in
a nearby departmental or institutional library
Beginning about 1957, this simple model changed
significantly. The change was due m large par! to two
important events: the advent of CurrenrContentsand
the decision by the American Chemical Society to

eliminate personal subscriptions to Chemical Absby generously
tracts. At the same time, abetted
funded health and space research programs, the
scientdic literature’s already rapid rate of growth
accelerated
The literature exploston caused the bulk of abstracting publications to increase until they became
too formidable for even the most conscie”tiom
reader. These events combined to bring about the
decltne of the large abstracting journal as a current
awareness tool. Indeed, both before and after 1957
most users of Chemtcal Abstracts had quite narrow
areas of interest in applled chemistry, and they were
often satmfied by its sectional approach. Current
awareness was no! very important to them

THE

BRADFORD

DISTRIBUTION

The above model of scientific commumcation m the
pre-literature
explosion
days
is, of course,
incomplete
A full description must also take into
account the means by which scientists obtained primary documents, the original research reports that
form the links between scientists all over the world,
As far back as 1934. Samuel
Bradford’ had
described a phenomenon, first in electrical engineering and then in other scientific fields, which was to
have Important )mplicat>ons for indiwdual scwntists
as well as Iibrarles Bradford observed that a small
number of cure journals accounted for a large
percentage of the papers published on any given
topic. An ideal Bradford distribution would be one in
which 10 journals accounted for one-third of the
references, 100 Journals for the next one-third, and
1000 journals for the remainmg one-third.
The Bradford formula may be used to predict the
proportion of the literature subtended by a given
number of journals for a given scientnfc field.
However, since the distributions have been found to
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vary considerably

years, it now forms a major link in scientific communication, helping to launch new jmsmrds, affecting
requests for reprints, and changing the publishhsg and
citing hab!ts of many scientists.
Even today, most of its regular readers also scan
their own pemonal copies of the mre journals in their
fields. Ttte increasing mat of aubacriptions may have
caused some cutbacks, but in must caata both
membership and permnaf-uae ratea, as well as tax
deductions, allow the individual scientist to continue
to receive as many as a dozen personal aubscriptiona.
In cases where the individual am no longer afford to
buy his own subscription, the journal may be acquired
cooperatively for departmental groups or libraries. It
is difficult to imagine the typical biochemist buying
personal subscriptions to the 10 leading journals in
his field, ss several yearly rates approach $1000.
However, individual scientists continue to subscribe
to the core journals. And this is why, contmry to
the earlier fears of publishers, very few personal
subscriptions
were lost through
the advent of
Current Crwtfersfs.On the contrary, as publishers discovered, it has in many cases promoted subscriptions,
especially tc? new journals. And there have certainly
been many new journals published during the past
20 yearx.
Subscription rates so high that they discourage
personal subscriptions puse a profound dilemma. Aa
long as we publish journals, it is usually more eflicient
to maximize personalized distribution. This should
continue until it is no longer pussible for paper to
compete effectively with other means of disseminating information in bulk. 1 have, therefore, promoted
the idea of tbe multicupy subscription to journals, and
adopted it for ISf’s fndex Chcmicus. Certainly, every
library or department
which sdsscribcs
to an
important journal should order one or more copies
for routing to the statl. It will alxo reduce the irritations over copyright and indiscriminate
photocopying.

from field to field, it is necessary to

for the given field in
order to use Bradfords formula. A vast literature on
spacify the appropriate

Bmdford’s

law

constant

of scattering

has been

developed,

decade.
As Bradford showed, even in the preliterature
explosion days, scientists were already using many
jourmds outside their own f.:raonal subscriptions. In
those days it was common for a researcher to go to a
nearby library to examine articles in ancillary primary
journals. After reading art article relevant to his work,
the scientist would usually write a note to the author
requesting a reprint of the article. ?his was almost a
matter of murtesy. Among older and more traditional scientists, especially in the United Kingdom, it
is still thought bad manners to request a reprint unless
one has actually read the article being requested.
especially

THE

during

IMPACT

the past

OF CURREhT

CONTEN73

With the ameptance of Ckrrcrrf Contents many scientists became time cunscious. They could no longer
tolerate the excessive delays in gaining access to
)ournals m libraries or by means of abstracts. It was
not uncommon in those days for Chemical Abstracts
or Bio[ogiccd Abstracts to list articles over a year old. [
remember one article from Chemische Berichte which
was abstracted three years late - and was not retrievable through the indexes to Chemical Abstracts for
another two years.
Today, the performance of the leading abstracting
services has improved enormously. But for some
researchers,
even a few months delay may bc
intolerable,
especially in mmpetitive
fields like
molecular biology, pharmaceuticals or polymers, In
fact, it was industrial research that gave Currenf
Contents its initial impetus. It began as an idea that
merely expanded my experiences in undertaking
research for the Army Medical Library, now the
National Library of Medicine, on its Currerr/ List of
&fedica/
L./leraturc
(now fndez Afcdicus).’”
Alan
MacWatt
Lederle

had started
Laboratories

academics

in-house

service

COPYRIGHT

at

of Current

Contents

therefore,

CENTER

Since 1 January, 1978, there has bxen more than
mere irritation over indiscriminate photocopying ss
on that day the revixed United States copyright law
came into effect and the newly formed Copyright
Cleamncc Center (CCC) became operational. (See
preliminary page of this copy of Interdisciplinary
Science Reuiews ).

is now taken for

by most scientists. [t M difficult,

them to realize how gradual

CLEARANCE

to

as well.’

The existence
granted

a similar

which was widely distributed

for

was the process by which

a sigmficant part of the structure of
it became
scientific communication.
Although
its influence
increased imperceptibly over a period of almost 20
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The new law, Public Law 94-553, supersedes the
Copyright Act of 1908, wh!ch had remained substantially the same since its origin. The current revisions
are major. They reflect tbe impact that technological
advances of [be last 68 years have bad on
mtatxhorized reproduction of copyrighted materials.
However, the new law may be far from perfect and it
may raise as many questions as it answers; but, there
is no doubt that copyright infringement is now a
criminal offense in the USA
whatever
the final outcome of the CCC. 1S1’s
Origimz( Artick
Tear SJI.W (OA 73) service will
continue unhampered in its role as a last reaurt source
for the full text of the articles covered by our services.
The Institute for Scientific Information hm been
paying royalties to publishers voluntary
for many
years and will continue to do so through its own
contractual arrangements. We believe the publisher
should get fair compensation, but we also believe the
public’s right of accessto knowledge should be protected,
fn my opinion, there are several facets to that
protection. One is that publishers should charge
reasonable fees for the right 10 copy theu arttcles.
In addmon, publishers should make )t convenient
IO obtain information
on copying charges and
equally convenient to pay them. The CCC M a
major step in that direction. But can a s)ngle center
fully serve the varjed needs of bcek and Journal
publishers?
Copyright considerations aside, it should be
remembered that the main concern of the typical
Current Contents reader IS not lust economic
coverage of the core journals in his field. The core
iournals could be covered, albeit less conveniently, by
timely sectional abstracting coverage or by visits 10
the library The typical reader also wants coverage of
those journals outside this core. And as Bradford’s
formula

would predict,

to exceed

it !s not uncommon

100 journals

to expect an ]ndiwdual

Certainly.
to subscribe

for th]s hst

it !s unreasonable
10 so many Jour-

nals.
to &-rem

abut

the power

Contents, Some publishers

attributed

have stated that

list or not to list a journal can mean
the difference between success and fadure. Current
Contents makes readers promptly aware not only of
journal articles the y might otherwise never have seen,
but alao of the Journals themselves.
In fact, it may have altered the appearance of the
Bradford distribution for many fields, becauw scientists are now citing a much larger repertoire of journals than they d)d formerly. A suitably controlled
study might attempt to investigate this notion. Tbls
cmdd be done by examining creation patterns within
jourtlals through ISf ’s Journal Cimtion Reports.’”
The citation habits of individual scientists could also
bCstudied to seewhether Cumw Conrentshas had a
significant impact. In the Science Citation Index one
can often observe the diversity of journals citing a
particular author.
fSI’s decision to
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REPRINT

EXPLOSION

[t has now become typical of the Ckwnf Contents
reader to write to colleagues requesting reprints
before reading the requested article. These requests
are usually material published outside the core journals to which they subscribe. At first there was some
resentment, but this has diminished as authors reahze
that we all face the same problem; namely, without
reprints we must photocopy. Reprint requests are a
source of incume for publishers and an important
communication feedback mechaniam for authors
Assuming there are at least 200000 readers of
Current Contents, we estimate that they request as
many as 10 million reprints per year. The average
would be 50 per year per reader. Some readers
request less than one reprint ~r week, while others
request more than 50. That au many reprints are used
is indicated by the number of reprints purchased by
scientists.There IS also an interesting correlation in
terms of literature citations. Several studies have
shown that more than half of all reprint requests are
the result of Currcnl Contents readership.
And in addition to reprints there Mthe growing use
of photocopies. The Brmsh Lending Library has
reported that over 20 percent of Its requests for
current photocopies
are derived
from Cuwcnt
Contents.’ This m a substantial impact considering
that this Library now supplies over one million photocopies pcr year, a legitimate source of concern to
journal publishers

THE

MA’ITHEW

EFFECT

Sometimes a primary purpose of publicahon M to
achwve the prestige associated with acceptance [n a
large circulation journal. Ironically, many of these
journals are so large that one”s article may be burled
among

I have been concerned
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50 to 100 separate

appearance

contributions.

The

mere

of an artwle

in the Journal of the
American
CVtemmal SOcicry or the Physics/ ReuIew
may look impressive on a curriculum v!tae. But that
fact alone will not cause the article to be read or cited.
Indeed, a smaller journal listed in Current Conterm
may receive more attention
simply because its
contents page IS not as formidable to scan.
The most significant research tends to be submitted
to the h!ghest prestige Journals
This so-called
‘Ma!thew’ etTect means that the best )ournals recetve
the best manuscripts.n But occasionally extremely
high quality work bypasses the prestige journals in
favor of new or less prestigious journals. For example, a group of scientists may break away from the
pattern described by the Matthew effect and a new
high prestige journal will emerge, This was the case
with Tetrahedron, where the established chemical
Journals did not exhibit enough flexibility in meeting
the needs of even highly esteemed scientists.

.? Hcydcn & SO. Lid, 1979

In other cases, a large backlog of mediocre manuscripts can stand in the way of a significant breakthrough. Since priority in scientific discovery is still
important, the breakthrough paper may be submitted
to a newer or leas prestigious journal for quicker
publication. In a democratically functioning editorial
system, new journals will arise when older journals
are too slow m too inefficient to meet authors’ needs.
That is why, pcrhapa, there is so much discussion
today of the so-called synopsis journal. One such
journal is the lRCS Jouma/ of rWediml Science, published in tbe UK. Another is the Journal of Chemical
Reseamh published by the Chemical Societies of the
United Kingdom, Germany and France.

SELE171TVE DISSEMINATION
INFORMATION

OF

Current Contents Life Sciences covers about 4000
items per week, published in about 1000 journals but the total worthwhile scientific literature is closer
to 10000 items per week appearing in several thousand journals. Mmt of these 10000 items will not be of
interest to life scientists, but there is always the
occasional item for each reader which must be dismvered by other means. Sume may even have to scan
the chemical and physical editions.
That is why many readers also me a Selective
Dissemination of Information (SD]) service that can
provide a back-up 10 regular reading and scanning. In
addition, subject indexes can be uwd to pick up
articles from journals in that long tail of the Bradford
curve - thuae 1000 or more journals which only
occasionally contain relevant articles This is proSubject /ndex. Other
vided through
the Week/y
Titles,
scientists may do this by using t3wmim/
Biorcscarch Index (BIOSIS) or Chrrenf Physical
Tides.
The usc of subject index can he augmented by
various SD I services, such as 1S1’s Automalic Subjec[
Cikzrion Akrs (ASCA). With this, it is pussible for the
researcher to learn of any current paper which has
cited any of his previously published articles or tsmks.
One can also mechanize this process of scanning titles
for keywords. Scientists in numerous countries like
Canada. Israel, Sweden and Mexico have SDI
services which are based partly on the use of the same
magnetic tapes that help produce the science Citation
Index and the SocmlScicnccsCitation
Index. They also
involve use of tapes provided by the many members
of the National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing services and the Information /ndustry Association,
All of these methcds for alerting scientists to what
is relevant are today supported
by formidable
retrospective search capabilities. Not only can the
scientist himself search such printed indexes as
C%emica\ Abstracts and Science Citation Index, both
of which publish five year cumulation,
but it is also
possible to do so-called on-line searches at computer
@ Hey&n&
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The Institute’s naw headquarters,
in Phila.
delphia’s
University
City Sciance
Center,
b+gan to ba used by 400 ISI employeee
towerds the end of October 1979; the building

was architecture

by Venturi and Reuch,

terminals located throughout
the United States,
Europe or elacwhere. Undoubtedly,
over the next
decade, this network of terminals will be expanded,
making retrospective access more convenient and less
costly than at present. And in many instances. these
terminals will be used for current SDI or alert
purposes.
On-1ine service is now relatively expensive, but
most of its cost is b-don
that of communication and
storage hardware. These costs are expected to maintain a downward trend, Eventually, on-line s~tems
must compete with relatively inexpensive
minicomputers available to individual research groups.
Such mini-computers can store large masses of data,
and thereby eliminafe communication
problems
altogether. For instance, it is still necessary to waste
time waiting for access to on-line facilities. This is
caused by queuing problems and physical difficulties
with communication
lines, Apart from this, on-line
and mini-computer
systems may have to compete
with microfilm and other micro-storage technologies
as they improve.

CITATIONS,
PREMATURI’IY
POST-PUBLICATION
IMPA~

AND

Even after publication, scientists are vitally cmrcerned abuut the utilization of their research. By citing
other authors, we acknowledge that these authors
have had some impact on our work. The cumulative
assessment of tbe impact of previous contributions is
indicated by citation a.nalyacs. But one never krmws
for certain what causes a particular paper to be cited.
Surely, in order for a paper to be cited, the citing
author must somehow enmunter
the paper, This
encounter may occur by warming primary journals,
at meetings, through the uae of current awareness
tools, by retruapcctive
search, or through a referee. A significant percentage of papas are encountered through the references cited in articles
we read.
Scientists believe that exposure of an article in a
large circulation journal. like locating a gas sation at
IMERINSCIFUNMYSCIEMXRfk7EW VW 4, NO I, 1979 321
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busy intersection, is going to increase the chances of
citation. However, we cannot now assess the effect of
a journal% circulation
on the citation of an article as
●

OpPd
tO Ib-e effect of the journal’s coverage by
rdratractinga ndindexingsemices.
Inmanyfields
like

phyaica and chemistry moat scientists prefer IO publish in the leading journal of their discipline, fn other
ffehfssome prefers. prestigejournal such as Nature or
Lacer. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that circulation or prestige alone increases the chances of citation.
In fact, a large perccntageof
the literature, both
refereed and un-refereed, is rarely or never cited.
Even the moat prestigious journals publish articles
that are never cited, and some produce a staggering
number. One pcrxsibility is that smme of these uncited
papers contain premature di-veries.
Do many scientists, like Gregor Mendel, produce
significant work which is largely ignored by their
contemprrrariesbecausejt is premature? ln order to
determine whether snyof these uncited papers are
premature,
we need a system of retrospectively
reviewing the literature. This might include a ststemcnt by the author explaining why a paper deemed
worthy for publication by his peers was so systematically ignored.
Such post-publication
impact statements might bc
valuable not only for authors, but also might help
editors and referees establish better criteria for
selecting articles. It might alsobc interesting to learn
from authors
whether
they felt that papers
subsequently published by others ought to have tiled
their work. This might tell us something about
the effectiveness
of our total information
retrieval mechanisms and, m particular, how much
of the relevant literature is retrieved by cltatmn
indexing.
If it is found thst a significant number of papers
omit pertinent references, we would have cause for
concern. Furthermore, one might expect unwltt!ng
duplicate research to fincrease inthe era of mforma.
tion overload, but there is no current evidence to
support this expectation. Unwitting duplication may
have been more characteristic of earlier decades
when we had !ight little tslands of research everywhere and modern
in formstmn
systems were
unavailable.
In fact, historians will particularly want to evaluate
the literature published in the firsi half of thk century.
And forthis reason one may hope that the Science
Citation Index covering the years 1900-1960 will be
constructed eventually. This needs to be done, not
only to evaluate the uncited work. but also to resolve
the controversies sttrrounding so many discoveries,
For example, Lederb-erg has commented
on the
need for citation indexes to help determine the
impact of Avery’s 1944 work on DNA.’” Using
computerized methodologies, such s large scale data
bank will foster numerous historical studies necessary
to understand better the changing role of scientific
literature,
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NATURAL
SELE(XION
COMMUNICA’IION

IN SCIENTIFIC

A few years ago, a group of eminent chemists signed a
letter deploring the proliferation of journals. 1‘ The y
advocateds
system of controlling new journals that, if
putinto effect, would prove disastrous. Fortunately,
this letter has been ignored and the journal system
has so far remained essentially free and competitive.
The authors of this letter failed totake into account
many of the points noted above. As new areas of
science emerge, and aume of them do so quite rapidly
today, the journal production system should remain
flexible. ln spite of rising paper andpestalcosts,
the
journal is still an efficient means for distributing
primary scientific information. It will remain so if we
do not force existing journals to accept articles which
have limited readership,
Consider what would have happened if, by legislationor otherwise, a cartel of biochemical journals had
prevented publication of Prostaglartditts
or some
similar specialized biochemical journals. Subxcrihcrs
to the core biochemical journals would have been
forced to pay for numerous prostaglandin
papers
that could not otherwise get pubhshed. The editors of
core journals would have been inundated with prostaglandin papers thst now log}cally go to this new
journal. The natural process whereby journals are
bern, or dte, as science evolves, would have been
frustrated.
Unfortunately,
except under the most extreme
conditions, we do not let journals die often enough.
Euthanasia is as relevsnt for journals as It is for
people. Even though the amount of journal literature
increases, we should never discourage the death or
transformatmn
of journals which cannot sat!sfy
modern needs. In particular, the death sentence
ought to be passedon dozens of journals that never
meet a publication deadline. This process of journal
evolution, if not tampered with by government or
others, will produce an efficient system of distributmn
of printed Information. Eventually, depending upon
the cost and supply of paper, electronic or other
media may become more relevant. This presumes
that the cost of electronic storage will continue to
decrease. 11
Scientific communication,
unlike other forms of
human communication,
requires the careful, deliberate examination of Ideas written down for perusal
by peers. The timing is different from that which takes
place ina television interview or evenat a scientific
meeting.
Undoubtedly,
oral exchange of ideas
through
discussion speeds up the development
of new ideas. But In order to remain paramount
In developing
new scientific ideas and theories,
the tndlvidual scientist must commit h}s ideas to
wrttten form, so that peers csn examine them in
exquisite, deliberate detail. This distinguishes the
~ient!fic process from the adversary process of
debate. ”
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[f ever the scientific wmmunication
system
degenerates to nothing more than oral intercourse,
then, I believe, we will not remgnize it any longer as
science. Motivation for the individual will also dis~PWar. ~ther
[his kind of oral think-tank science
IS as satisfying to the participants as is the present
system remains to be seen. It may be suitable to
mission oriented research but not to basic science.

CONCLUSIONS
The two simple models of scientific communication
deacritxd here have evolved, one from theother, in
just two decades. h is reasonable to expect that
equally significant changes may take place in the next
two decades. While the more dramstic scientific
breakthroughs may bc reported even in the popular
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press, the nuts and bolts of scientific discovery till
continue to be reported in the journal literature.
What form this literature takes-whether
the print
and paper of the Gutenberg era or tbe electronic
circuitry of the McLuhan era-remains
IO be seen.
In either case, 1 question whether it will be the
medium of communication
that determines
the
scientific message.
Rather
the medium
affects
the speed of transmission and acceas and therehy may
alter the quality and timeliness. Allof these changes
in scientific journals will improve our ability to
understand nature through our uniquely human ability to communicate through language.
But no matter what form develops for journals
there will continue to be a need for the functions now
performed by Current Contents. So it may not be too
outlandish to suggest that adaily, electronic version
may be what scientists will need to keep abreast in the
future.
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